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VERSE 1:  
When I get older, I'm gonna learn piano 
Stroke invisible beard, mime piano playing on "piano" 
Or maybe a guitar, or maybe a banjo 
Strum air guitar, then pluck air banjo 
Or I might just clap the hands You gave me 
Clap hands to beat 
And stomp my feet and sing like crazy 
Stomp to beat, then spin forefingers on sides of head for 
"crazy" 

 
CHORUS: 
But whatever I do, I'll do for You 
Hands back and forth in front of body, point up w/both hands 
on "You" 
'Cuz You made the sun, the stars and the moon 
Move C-hand from head to sky for “sun,” point up w/both 
forefingers back and forth for "stars," then move C-thumb 
and finger from head to sky for "moon"  
You made my friends and family 
Hook fingers together for "friends," then make "okay" signs 
with both hands with circles touching, then turn hands 
around backward for "family" (ASL) 
And puppies and climbin' trees 
Make puppy paws, then climb with puppy paws, and make a 
tree w/right arm and wiggle fingers on "trees" 
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And Jesus, You'll watch over me 
Point to palms of hands for “Jesus,” then hold one arm out 
and make other hand jump over arm for "over" 
On land, in the sky, or on the sea 
Palms down in front of body, make large circle parallel 
w/ground on "land," wave hand over head for “sky,” make 
waves in front of body for "sea" 
 
We’ll be friends for eternity 
Hug self and draw a circle above head with index finger 
So in all I do, I give thanks to You 
Hands back and forth in front of body, then point up w/both 
hands on "You" 
 
VERSE 2:  
When I get bigger, if I'm a banker 
Hand on top of head, move up to show growth for "bigger," 
then hit back of right hand against palm of left and then stack 
papers for "banker” 
Designer or doctor, or a homemaker 
Move right pinky back and forth next to vertical left hand for 
"designer," feel pulse for "doctor," one fist on top of other like 
grinding grain for "homemaker" (ASL for “make”) 
I'll use the brains, the heart, the strength You gave me 
Point to head, point to heart, flex biceps 
To work real hard and serve like crazy 
One fist on top of other like grinding grain for “work,” spin 
forefingers on sides of head for "crazy" 
 
REPEAT CHORUS  
INSTRUMENTAL  
REPEAT CHORUS KEY CHANGE 
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